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Vollenweider's music, or relaxation in Annie
Locke's works, or love in Chris Spheeris'DeSifeSO:[
@tlgf! are not particular to any race, nation, or
religion. Thus this music, similar to he art of $e
Renaissance has many themes yet retains a gen-
eral philosophical approachwithin itself. An obser-
vation that may support my claim is that out of
probably 4000works of this music, I have notheard
even one military march composition whereas I

have found among the classical composers mostly
more than one march composition!

Theseconslcharacteristicof new age music is
that it draws upon the musical experience of the
whole world to develop its particular styles. ln other
words, it does not confine itself to Westem or
Eastern styles of music. I agree with John
Schaefer (author of N9E..$US!$ who considers
Eric Satie and Debussy of the Urn of the century as
predecessors of new age musicians; because they
too went to the world music to form lheir own mu-
sical style. Good examples of inventing a world
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dreams are often known as the messages of

God, because the significance of their con-
tents $ras not only the individual but the
entire group of people or an entire tribe.

No one can restrict anyone's dream con-
tents, therefore today someone may have a
dream which has a content which could be
applicable to a global or cosmic event. We
must feelfree to understand ourdreamswith-
out any lnhibifions. Then our dreams will
become a very useful tool to raise our con-
sciousness. One must not treat one's dream
as some kind of fad then it will defeat the
purpose of why we wish to understand our
dreams in the first place.

If we truly make up our minds to study
and understand our dreams thenwe not only
help ourselves, but also at the same time, we
set an example for those who wish to know
rnore but could not decide. By doing so we will
gain new knowledge about ourselves and
eventually we will transform our lives to a new
level. Therefore it is well worth our effort to
lnvest our time to study our dreams, I think
you'll lind opening to dream experiences very
exciting and enltghtenlng. This is also an-
other way to open up to the hdg[rer horizons of
our inner self.

Recornended fuks to read:
Jung, C.G.-Dreams
Jung, C.G.-Man and His Symbols
Jung, C.G. - Dreams,Memories,Reflections
Garlield, Patricia-Creative Dreaming
I-a Berge, Stephen-Lucid Dreamtng
McDonald, Phoebe-Dreams :Night

I-anguage of the Soul

Note :'To annld cor{uslon, I do r:.rlt recommend
Fteud' s work on dreams. Altla ugh Fteud lu,as
adream shtdg pioneer, le lnnsefdeclard
his toork on dreams os irtconplete wXh to
mang &sumpt&cns.

style in new age music are Deuter and Peter
Michael Hamel who with their mastery of both
Eastern and Western music developed their own
unique forms of synthesis. I need to point out that
developing a world style does not prevent new age
music from holding a variety of styles within itself.
ln fact, an unprecedented enhancement of variety
in new age musical style has followed from its
global approach to style. Some works are very
dose to jazz that are conveniently called new age
jazz, such as David Boruff's Dreamstreet.
Whereas, some works such as Teja Bell's New
Spirit of Christmas can be termed "new age classi-
cal!'

The lhid characteristic of new age music in
contrastto classical music, is that mostof its artists
daim to have a goal for their music. Classical
musicians, just like eighteenth century philoso-
phers, talked the least of "final causes" and goals
for their music. Although, today we may attribute
some form of nationalism as the hidden "goal" of
their compositions, they would never admit any
purpose or goal. For classical musicians the rela-
tionship between what the artist felt and what he
audience received was the weakest bond everi to
ponder on. The lirst challenges to their philosophy
was presented by G.l. Gurdieff (1877-1949), a
Russian philosopher/musician, who thought of
music as a vehicle to transform man. He was a
predecessor of today's new age musicians who
consider the purpose of their compositions so
important that they sometimes feel the need to
write it on the cover of their albums. lt is ironic that
the major labels that are used to classical works,
usually eliminate such comments to avoid offend-
ing the audience. Butstrangely enough the audi-
ence relates to this music better when they are
informed what the musician has intended to de-
scribe in the music.

l, as of yet, do not know how to understand
this phenomena in musicologicalterminology. lt is
true that sometimes the new ageartists'comments
about their music is excessive, but it is noteworthy
to mention thatforclassical musicians the opposite
extreme was true and dre neutrality of music was
stressed? For example, most people who have
heard Georgia Kelly's Seapeae, harre experi-
enced the tranquility of water which is intended in
the album. The pictorial dimensions of Ray Lynch's
Deep Breakfast or Emerald Web's ffaces-oIEme
are shared by many listeners. The geometrical
effect of $bslernspaces and the way it opens
"gates" of higherlevels of consciousness is hard to
deny after 40 times of attentive listening! Espe-
cially, works such asSollldingsJapgslot intend to
bring outthe deep yearnings forawhirling nature in

the listenerand the experience is easy to feel. Are
such effects only imagined in the mind of these
artists?

The IOUSh characteristic of new age music
lies in the non-traditional use of instruments. lt is
true that synthesizer is a new instrument, but if it is
used to imitate the sound of traditional instruments
in their traditional way, we would not call the music
new age. ln contrast, if the traditional instruments
are played in a non{raditional way, we would
consider the music as new age. For example,
Windham Hill studio of Menlo Park (California) is a
pioneer of using traditional instruments in new age
music in the world. Will Ackerman, the founder of
Wndham Hill, has tuned the guitar in differentways
for the various cuts of his album Passage, none of
them to be the traditional tuning of this old instru-
ment. Or Andreas Vollenwieder's innovativeness
with the harp is so extensive thatone can hardly call
his instrument harp anymore. Or Deuter's perform-
ance of the Easter sitar is very different from the
traditional use of that instrument in the East. lnno-
vations with electronics, computers, and lasers
have justbegun. Heart of Space's SladlighELland
Emerald Web's flges-oLlifne are examples of
such achievements. This characteristic is a reason
that people who are not ready for such drastic
changes in the sounds of the instruments have
difficulty relating to this music.

Finally fre !fih characteristic of new age
music is its mood orientration as follows:

1. Some works are very JOYFUL; they
are pleasant in a playful mood. I think Tangerine
Dream's Underwater Sunlight and Dan Ar Bra s
Musicforthe Silences to Come are good examples
of such works. ln Eastern style music Deuter's
SAN is a noteworthy example.

2. There are works that are UPLIFING,
can wake you up from a passive mood to an active
mood. Works such as Kitaro's Silk-Bgad, Don
Harriss' Eleyaliqos, and Ray Lynch's DeefBreab
fasl are good examples of such effect. One can
best use them when participating in creative activi-
ties such as drawing or painting. They reinforce
your energies during the creative process.

3. There are works that are CONTEM-
PLATIVE in a sense that they help one to brain-
storm or read, and even works that have some
ROMANTIC effect. For example, Boscole's
Shimmer, Jim Chappell's Tender Ritual in piano,
and Bruce Bec-Var's fgkgillqHead in guitar, aie
perfea for brainstorming and reading. And, Mark
Sloniker's Paths of Heart exhilarates a romantic
mood.

4. Some works of new age music aid in
RELAXATION. Annie Locke's Liying-Eadh and
Portraits in piano and electronic music have tre-
mendous trerapeutic effect. Tony Scott's MUqiC
for Zen Meditation in darinet,Anne Williams'
SKydance in harp, and the PeacglgLPgnd in envi-
ronmental sounds are the linest examples of this
effect. These works are the best for massage,
therapy, unwinding or any other undertaking that
requires a relaxing background.

5. Finally, some works of new age music
have a M EDITATIVE effect. Repeated attentive
listening sometimes up to 40 or 50 times, even for
people who are familiar with this music, is neces-
sary to experience these works thoroughly. A
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